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Harry potter and the sorcerer's stone chapter 1 read aloud

Would you listen to Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, Book 1 again? Why? I would listen to this book again in fact I would listen to any of the Potter books again because I can always learn something different every time I read them. What other book might you compare Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, Book 1 to and why? Harry
Potter has ideas expressed in other books but this is something different. I can relate to this world in many ways an orphan not loved by his guardians not told anything about where he comes from hears it from a completed e stranger goes to a magical school discovers his enemy is not actually d Which scene was your favorite? My favorite scene is
when Hagrid gives Dudly a pig tail it is just so funny. Was there a moment in the book that particularly moved you? The moment which moves me is when Dumbledore says this. To the well organized mind, death is just another adventure. Any additional comments? Don't try to compare Stephen Fry's readings with Jim Dale there are 2 different styles
both of which blend themselves with the uniqueness of this series. Harry Potter is miserable living with his aunt and uncle, the Dursleys, and his cousin, Dudley. But then a mysterious letter arrives, and Harry is whisked away to Hogwarts School, where his days are filled with magic, new friends, and the game of Quidditch. The book sets the stage for
the rest of the series. What’s better than re-reading all of the Harry Potter books while quarantined? Having Harry Potter himself read them to you, of course!J.K. Rowling is gathering up some of her famous muggle friends to bring fans the ultimate Harry Potter quarantine entertainment.The entire first book in Rowling’s wizarding series, “Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone” will be available for fans to listen to, and each chapter will be read by a different celebrity once a week, starting off with Daniel Radcliffe, aka Harry Potter.Radcliffe played Harry Potter in all eight of the movies that were released from 2001-11, so it makes sense that “the boy who lived” is reading chapter one,
appropriately titled “The Boy Who Lived.”Other famous people who will read a chapter from the book include Eddie Redmayne, David Beckham and Dakota Fanning. More names will be announced as the weeks go on.Rowling launched Harry Potter At Home at the beginning of April to offer people some relief and entertainment while quarantined. The
site is full of puzzles, quizzes and articles that focus on everything Harry Potter and Hogwarts.You can watch a video of Radcliffe reading chapter one of the book here, or listen to it on Spotify. Wizarding World Story time! To save us all from quarantine-induced boredom, a magical line-up of celebrities have assembled to read the first of J.K. Rowling's
wildly popular Harry Potter novels in its entirety. Each chapter of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone will be read aloud by somebody new each week, starting off with the boy wizard himself, Daniel Radcliffe, who played the titular character in Warner Bros' adaptations of all seven books from 2001 to 2011.Head over to the Harry Potter at Home
site to watch the first video, in which Radcliffe reads the very first chapter in the saga, which also happened to give his character that longstanding nickname: "The Boy Who Lived."Subsequent chapter readings will be performed by actors who have also had roles in the franchise, including Oscar winner Eddie Redmayne, who plays Newt Scamander
in the prequels Fantastic Beasts & Where to Find Them and Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald, Noma Dumesweni, who played a grown-up version of Hermione Granger in the stage play Harry Potter and the Cursed Child, Claudia Kim, who played Nagini in The Crimes of Grindelwald, and Stephen Fry, who narrated the audiobooks of all
seven Harry Potter novels when they were first released. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site. Other famous faces who will be taking part and reading different chapters include British soccer legend David Beckham, who
looks every inch the narrator in a trailer for the series, wearing his Hogwarts scarf and sitting comfortably next to a roaring fire, and actress Dakota Fanning.Each of the book's 17 chapters will be released on a weekly basis, and will also be available to stream in audio format on Spotify. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Created by: Mute Crossfade Random 1x/1h Views: 1662 Votes: 16 Harry Potter & PS-Chapter 1 Background sounds perfect for reading Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, chapter 1.
TrendingOnePlus 10 ProGalaxy S22Quest 2Pixel 6PS5Android 12 We are supported by our audience. When you purchase through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: 321 views || Share Through QR Code Close Written byThe Wizarding World TeamPublished on Dec 18th 2020ThisThis
year, we brought Hogwarts to you with a very special campaign called Harry Potter At Home. As the year comes to a close, we take a look back at some of our favourite moments.This year, the Wizarding World family all banded together on a very magical project, where a collection of free initiatives were introduced to help children, parents, carers
and teachers find comfort and escapism through the Harry Potter stories. This culminated in the Harry Potter At Home hub – to the delight of both new and familiar fans. Watch how the journey unfolded just below. Now, the time has come to say goodbye to the Harry Potter At Home hub, which, among many things, saw both familiar faces and a few
new friends get together to read the first Harry Potter story, Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone/Sorcerer’s Stone. To everyone who took part, the Wizarding World thanks you for joining us on this incredible journey. But the magic doesn’t end here. You can take part in our many craft tutorials, quizzes, puzzles and family-friendly activities for all
ages, simply by exploring wizardingworld.com. Sign up to the Harry Potter Fan Club to get all of our latest updates before anyone else. Written byThe Wizarding World Team
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